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The essays shall be handed in at the Information Centre at the Faculty of law in Domus 

Academica, Karl Johansgate 47 Bring two copies of your essay, remember to also bring your 

student card or some other kind of ID. The paper shall also be submitted in Fronter  * 

1. Choose an environmental problem/harm/crime from the syllabus, and after 

contextualizing it and describing its relevant traits, use one green criminology 

justice perspective (environmental, ecological, - or species justice) to discuss and 
analyse the phenomenon from this perspective.  

OR 

2. Choose an environmental problem/harm/crime from the syllabus, and after 

contextualizing it and describing its relevant traits, discuss the applicability of 

chosen methodological tools detailed in the lectures and/or the syllabus (e.g. 

quantitative research; case study analysis; and geographical scales study) in 
researching this particular green harm/crime. 

Size: Maximum 2400 words (roughly 6 pages). Front page, contents page (optional) and 

bibliography are not included. If footnotes are used in the text (at the bottom of each page), they 

are included in the 2400 word limit. 

Any exam at the University of Oslo are being checked for both correct word count and incidents 

of cheating. The text recognition software Ephorus will be used to find cases of plagiarism. 

Failure to cite sources or highlight quotes in any assignments that are handed in is considered 

cheating. You must cite the source if you obtain data, reasoning and arguments from the 

literature, syllabus, lecture notes, web pages, other students' papers or your own previously 

submitted papers. Short or long pieces of text quoted verbatim from other sources must be 

italicised so that it is obvious that it is a quote. 

*You can send the exam by mail, for more information about this send an e-mail to: 

 krim-info@jus.uio.no   
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